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TRG Acquires Mid-Atlantic Packaging to Form Retail Packaging Powerhouse
Effective November 1st, 2018, The Royal Group (TRG), a division of Schwarz Partners, is pleased to announce the
acquisition of Mid-Atlantic Packaging based in Montgomeryville, PA. An industry leader in design, innovation and retail
packaging, Mid-Atlantic will now operate under the name TRG Mid-Atlantic.
The acquisition provides TRG a superb manufacturing facility in the northeast corridor while complimenting TRG’s retail
headquarters in Marlton, NJ. TRG Mid-Atlantic will be the 14th converting location for TRG and adds an array of
equipment including a corrugator, three 7- Color Flexo/Die-cutters and multiple state-of-the-art gluers. TRG will be the
only company in the country with 3 Gopfert HBL Evolution printers, adding additional capacity for retail-focused
customers looking for fast set up, high quality direct print.
“The innovative culture and incredibly talented group of employees at Mid-Atlantic Packaging align perfectly with TRG’s
mission” said Bob McIlvaine, President and CEO of TRG. “This is a fantastic opportunity to expand our capabilities to a
larger geographical audience while providing our customers unparalleled innovation and speed to market.”
Mid-Atlantic Packaging Inc. was established in 1961 as a privately held, veteran owned company. Since its inception,
Mid-Atlantic’s mission has been to deliver corrugated packaging and services to customers that exceed expectations. By
utilizing award-winning, innovative designs and an ISTA-certified test lab, Mid-Atlantic has focused on providing
solutions that identify benefits and cost-saving measures throughout the customers entire supply chain. Learn more
at www.map.team
TRG, owned by Schwarz Partners based in Indianapolis, is among the nation’s largest independent corrugated box and
display manufacturers. With over 50 locations nationwide, including paper mills, sheet feeders, and converting locations,
TRG serves its mission of providing value added solutions for the most demanding customers in a variety of areas
including industrial packaging, POP displays, and graphic packaging.
To learn more about TRG or this acquisition, please contact us at www.teamtrg.com

